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CAVE NOTES
A Review of Cave and Karst Research
Volume 4. No.5

September/October.

Figure-!. Interior lake of Bower Cave, Mariposa County, California.
Photo courtesy of Ralph Nelson.
(See footnote, page 39)
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Stanford Research

Institute,

August

MEETING
Menlo Park,

24-25,

California

1962

Cave Research Associates and the Cave Research Association held their
second annual joint meeting at Stanford Research Institute.
They were joined
by persons from other cave or ganizations as well.
Arthur Lange presided
over the first day'e session of technical papers. and R. deSaussure mode r-.
ated the p lanning session of the second day, in which 'methods for improving
communication among organization
members and unaffiliated workers
were
discussed.
The ten technical papers delivered provided a varied cross-section of current cave studies,
including topics representing
cave biology,
hydrology.
mining, and geology. Abstracts of these papers are provided below, and some are scheduled to appear in their entirety in later publ ica «
ttons ,
The two sponsoring organizations
thank Stanford Research Institute
for
serving as host to our meeting and for the considerable
aid that went into
its preparation.

ABSTRACTS

OF PAPERS

1. PROGRESS
OF THEBIOLOGICAL
SURVEY
OFVIRGINIACAVES

by John R. Holsinger (read by R. Graham)
Acti vi ties between June 1961 and June 1962 include a systematic collection
and ecological investigation
of cavernophilous salamanders and troglobitic iw
vertebrates
of over fifty caves.
Manychanges in the geographic ranges, new
species, and information on a variety of taxa are under study. Ten contributions
by John E. Cooper, Lyle G. Conrad, and ~ohnR. Holsinger have been published to
date.
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2. REMARKS
ON ANESSENTIALLY
STATICCAVESOLUTIONSYSTEM:
BOWERCAVE,CALIFORNIA*
by R. deSaussure,

Cave Research Associates

Bower Cave, in the Sierra Nevada foothills
of Mariposa County, contains
an
outside
lake of volume estimated
at 1200 cubic meters and an inside lake estima~
ted at 30,000 cubic meters.
In September 1959,
454 grams of flourescein
were
placed in the outer lake,
and the coloration
is just
now disappearing,
three
years
later.
Since inflow and
outflow are balanced,
we write the
equation
dC/dt = - re]»,
where c = concentration,
t::: time,
V = volume, and F = flow
rate.
Assigning boundary conditions,
-F (liters/minute)
= 1.56 x 10-aV logloV,
(volume measured in liters).
Neglecting
absorption,
it is concluded that the probable
flow rate lies beand
tween 11.4 and 366 liters/minute.
This is in accord with present springs
seepage just below the cave, whose discharge was measured at'values
between 282
and 876 11ters/minute,
depending on location.
The cave
has been formed
by extremely slow solution
present
drainage of the North Fork of the Merced River.
probably
occurred near the end of the Pleistocene.

3.

and is linked to
the
Drainage and collapse

ORIGIN, NATURAL
HISTORY, ANDFAUNA
OF SUBWAY
CAVE,A LAVA
TUBE
IN NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

by Richard E. Graham, American Museumof Natural

History,

NewYork

The Hat Creek lava flow issued
as a fluid basalt
from fissures
in the floor
of the
Hat Creek Valley
on the north slope of Mount Lassen.
It is dated by
Anderson to be about 1000 to 2000 years old. Subway Cave originated
as a conduit
through which molten lava was transmitted
to the
advancing
margin of the
flow. Since cooling, it has developed many cracks and fissures,
and the ceiling
has collapsed
in two places.
At present,
tree roots,
wood rat nests,
and bat
guano prOVide food for an arthropod
fauna which fluctuates
according to the
cyclic
availability
of moisture.
Most of the species of Subway Cave are normally
found in other northern California
caves.
No troglobites
occur, but the milliped Austrotyla
and the isopod Ligidium are restricted
to damp, dark places and
are two species
which have dispersed
into the Hat Creek flow since it
cooled.
The dating
of lava flows
and comparing of lava tube fauna
may prove
to be a
means of establishing
the r-et.e of dispersal
of subterranean
species.

4.

NEWDEVELOPMENTS
IN CAVEGEOMETRY

by Arthur

L. Lange, Cave Research

The present report
resumes
Studies
no. 11, 1959, where initial

the analysis
of
cave structures

Associates

cave geometry begun in Cave
of various
fundamental andi"r,

*The cover photo shows the interior
lake of Bower Cave. The chamber may be ent~red only through a siphon,although
very small fissures
might connect with the
surface.
The walls show the result
of quiet-water
solution.
Helictites
and draperies
have developed
under almost certainly
100% humidi t y , with a water temperature
range of ~bout
50.0 ± 2.0 OF, the latter
based
on present seasonal
fluctuations.
(Photo courtesy
of Ralph Nelson)
--R.D.
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regular
shapes were subjected
to uniform solution and deposition and their successive
contours predicted.
Uniform solution represents
a zero gradient or constant solution
rate with depth in a fluid.
The new findings
reported here prescribe the contours of the same basic and irregular
initial
structures
subjected to more complicated solution-rate
gradients;
namely, those of linearly-decreasing
and exponentially-decreasing
solution rates with depth.
The mathematical proceedure adopted consists of first
calculating
the "paths
of solution"
within the solid,
which emanate from a particular
point on the initial
contour
(as viewed in cross-section).
These paths are everywhere normal
to the successive solution contours
envisioned as surrounding the chosen point
source.
If the overall contour
of the initial
structure
is imagined as being
composed of a line or curve of point sources, their individual
solution contours
describe
an envelope, which depicts
the general solution
contour for the
dissolving structure, assignable
to a particular
time from the start of the process.
As a result of the analysis,
it is found that a plane vertical wall subjected to a solution rate decreasing
linearly with depth
remains planar,
but rotates outward with time, as though on a hinge at depth. The same wall subjected
to an exponentially-decreasing
solution rate with depth becomes arcuate,
assuming the form of a logarithmic
sine curve, convex outward.
Diagrams were shown
which depict these processes acting on circular and irregular
cross-sections
in
addition
to the planar types. (to be published in fUll)

5. PROGRESSIVE
CHANGES
OF SHAPES
BYSOLUTION
IN THELABORATORY

by George D. Mowat, Cave Research Associates

(read

by wm. Beatty)

A laboratory
study was made to ascertain changes
in the shapes of various
geometrical
forms of cut marble undergoing uniform solution.
Fine-graine~ relatively
pure marble,
typical
of cave rock, was subjected
to solution in a convecting bath of 1N nitric
acid at temperatures between 40 and 70 0c. The structures carved in the marble were measured successively
and photographed.
A block containing a circular
cylindrical
hole dissolved
ing circle
in cross-section
and demonstrated that dissolving
ly everywhere.

as an ever-increasproceeded uniform-

Another specimen contained a right-angle inside corner,
two right-angle
outside corners and a s Io t . These structures were initially
over 100 times grain
size.
The outer corners remained square, the inner corner rounded into a circular arc,
while the slot preserved
its parallel
straight
walls and right-angle
corners as it,S terminus
rounded to a semi-circle.
These results bear out the
types determined theoretically
by Lange (Cave Studies n~ 11, 1959). The implications
to cave interpretation
were then discussed.
(to be published in fUll).

6. GEOLOGY
ANDMINING
OPERATIONS
IN U. S. GUANO
CAVE,MOHAVE
COUNTY,
ARIZONA
by William B. Beatty,

Stanford Research

Institute

u. S. Guano Corporation mines a guano deposit in a cave in the Redwall limestone
of the north wall of western Grand Canyon opposite Quartermaster point.
The cave has formed by the dissolvipg
of a structural
north-south
fissure,
part
of the regional
fault system of
the western edge of the
Colorado Plateau.
A
former extensive bat population
produced the guano deposit
which forms most of
the cave floor to a distance of about 2000 feet,
where a fallen block seems to
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have confined the bat activity,
though the cave is said
The author examined 1500 feet of passage during his visit
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to continue beyond it.
in August 1957.

The guano occurs in crusted
layers with straw and plant particles,
entirely
dry, dusty, and choky,
since there was no evidence of water or dripping
anywhere inside the cave. The guano is broken loose by hoes and rakes, then picked
up with a ten-inch flexible
vacuum hose to be carried
by pipes
to the loading
bin;
thence loaded onto a cage,
and the entire
tram trolley assemblage
is
pulled
across Grand Canyon on a track line to the hoisting
house facility
on
the South Rim.
Processing at the "head-house" factory
includes screening and
packaging in a St. Regis sacker.
The product is then trucked to a warehouse at
Kingman, Arizona for further
distribution.
The cable-way is the longest single-span
suspended tramline erected
and is
suspended
from the upper head and hoist house point on the South Rim to reach
down and across
to the support anchorage in the North Rim wall some 2600 feet
below and 10,200 feet distant
on the catenary. It is suspended in the no r-th-wal.I
anchorage in true tangent.
The hoisting cage is a dual purpose man-carrier and
are bucket,
hauling up to eight persons or 3450 j.bs of ore in the center hopper.
The cage is supported on the track by an eight-sheaved
lock trolley,
and a carrier rope continuous running line
attached to the sheave provides breaking
on
the down trip and power on the return lift trip.
Campis maintained on the South
Rim.
7. THEGENERAL
FORMATION
ANDDEVELOPMENT
OF LIMESTONE
CAVES
by R. deSaussure,

Ca~e Research Associates

There is one process shared in commonby all limestone caves; namely,
solution,
the static equations of which are well known. Groups of caves that undergo a unifrom history of development are defined as
"cave physiographic provinces IT (cave provinces).
Theories on the origin of caves formulated on the basis
of limited
provinces have been responsible for previous errors,
misinterpretations,
and invalid generalities.
To form a cave, water must flow,
whether or not it entirely
fills
the voids
along its path. This flow may be considered to oefg t ne te at a surface (mathematical
source),
and exit from the system at a second surface (mathematical sink).
An optimum path under an, as yet unknown, rate-of-solution
equation exists,
but
this path is in a continuous state
of flux due to the complexity of the governing equations and their delicate
balance.
It is for this reason that we study
caves on an empirical basis by means of the cave province.
Such studies offer
additional
clues and checks for field work, and eliminate
many sources of erro~
The comp'Iex "cycles" of development may be traced much more readily in the cave
province than in a single cave
where sections of the record are often missing.
(The complete text of this paper will appear in a later
issue of Cave Notes).

8. A CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM
FORCAVEPEARLS
by Leigh A. Readdy, California

Division of Mines, San Francisco,

California

The term "cave pearl" now refers,
by general usage, to "a free-forming accretion growing in caves or mines." These pearls can be grouped by morphology into
four general types or classes.
Of all their features,
morphology most closely
relates
the pearl to its physical
enVironment; therefore,
these classes are of
value in
understanding
their
origin.
The four classes
are:
1. Spherical,
41
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2. Rounded, 3. SUb-~ngular, 4. Irregular.
The relationship
of each class to effective
agitation
(the agitational
force that can change the pearl's
position)
shows a marked gradation from the
spherical type,
which receives the greatest
agitation,
to sub-angular and r-ounded, which are the middle members, with the
irregular
type receiving the, least effective ag i t at.t.on , The relationship
of the
four types to crowding,
a~ranged in order of increaSing
crowding, are: spherical, rounded, sub-angular,
and irregular.
Polished surface texture is associated mostly with the spherical
and sub-angular types, although the rounded quite
often has a polish on its base.
Th~re are transitional
forms between the four general classes,
but these may
be described
as being transitional
between two of the types.
It is hoped
that
this classification
system may be 'a useful tool in the description
and study of
cave pearls.

9. THEMOTH
l'RAEPHOSA
HAESITATA
OFCALIFORNIA
ANDNEVADA
CAVES
by Richard E. Graham, American Museumof Natural

History,

NewYork

Geometrid moths of the genus Triphosa are known to inhabit cave entrances
in
England, Europe, Asia, and Japan,
and are now rep.orted in American caves
for
the fir;st
time. In California
and Nevada they occupy entrances to deep caves in
a varied geographic area from nearly sea level to over 9000 feet altitude,
both
in deserts
and hwnid for-eats,
and in all seasons.
.reannej , in 1926, wrote that
this habit of certain species of moths to occupy cave entrances while the majority avoid caves completely ts one of the most perplexing
problems in the biology of the trogloxenes.
In a recent review of the cave moth literature,
Tercafs
shows that'we are no nearer to solvin~ this problem than our predecessors.
The
only single feature in corrunonWith cave roosting moths
throughout the range of
this genus
is the subdued lighting
of the cave
tWilight
zone.
This suggests
that the moth may distribute
itself
more on the basis of light intensity
than
on the widely-varying temperatures
and hwnidities shown to exist in the American
caves.

10. GRAND
CANYON
CAVEPROVINCES
by Arthur

L. Lange, Cave Research Associates

In the Grand Canyon region of Arizona, caves may be grouped according to provinces having several properties
in common;specifically,
the same host rock, a
common stage of development, and a similar relationship
to surface drainage.
In the uppermost limestOne unit
of the Grand Canyon sequence--the Permian
Kaibab formation--occur
many caves.
One type within this province is the overhang or rockshelter,
commonalong the canyon rims, attributed
to spring-sapping
and undermining of the underlying
redbeds.
On the North Rim an extensive karst
terrain
of solution valleys,
dolines,
and swallets
conduct all runoff
underground,
to emerge eventually
as springs in lower strata
of the canyon walls.
The surface openings are almost all impassable.
On the South Rim, many of the
channels remain open,
but are blocked by silt
inside.
A third type of cave
occurs
near the canyon walls
where fracturing
and solution
by snow and rain
have produced great fissur13s;
whf.ch, upon expanding, leave limestone outliers,
called
hoodoos.
Caves of the Mississippian
Redwall and Cambrian Muav formations form
provinces:
the stream caves of the North Rim, and the dry caves,
typical
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the South Rim. Underground drainage of the North Rim flows downdlp, emerging as
springs from stream caves where canyon erosion has exposed them. In Marble Canyon,
some conduits
still
conduct water underneath the Colorado River.
After
draining,
the channels can be explored for great distances,
often more than a
miles.
Speleothems, where they occur, are, as a rule,
youthful in appearance.
The typical
interconnecting
and fossil
and
lution.
These
Grand Canyon.

South Rim cave has a gaping entrance with
vaulted dry rooms and
passages. There are thick deposits of cave crusts, stalactites,
mineral deposits
indicating alternations
of deposition and resocaves can also be found in detached mesas of the north side
of
They are believed
to antedate canyon-cutting
in origin.

A fourth cave province
comprises
beneath waterfalls
of carbonate-laden
Havasu Canyon of the South Rim.

*

the constructional
streams.
Their

*

*

*

travertine
caves found
best display
occurs in
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

CKEMICAL
ANDENGINEERING
NEWS. Munich Museumcopies
no. 38, p , 99 102, and cover.
Sept. 17, 1962.

cave paintings

Vol.

40,

The Munich Museum has reproduced
the Altimira cave paintings in full-scale
replica.
A contour map of the roof was produced by stereo-photography
and a
planigraph.
Then a three-dimensional
cast was formed from gypsum and plasticine.
After checking,
a mold was produced and then a positive
cast.
The synthetic
roof was prepared from powdered limestone and silicon
dioxide. The painting
was
reproduced by pencils of iron and manganese oxides.
An additional
replica
will
also

be produced in Madrid.

--RD.

EK, CAMMILE.Conduits souterrains
en relation
avec Lea terrasses
fluviales.
Soc.
~.
Belgique,~.
vol. 84, p. 313-340.
1961.
Four caves near Liege, Belgium are nearly horizontal
and slope gently toward
major valleys.
The altitudes
of levels
within the caves correspond exactly
to
the altitudes
of river terraces,
suggesting that the local river base-level
controlled
cave development.
--GWM.
MELON,J.,
and P; BOURGUIGNON.Etude du mondmilch de quelques grottes
de Belgique.
Soc. Francaise
de ~neralogie
et Cristallographie
Bull.,
vol.
85,
no. 3, p.234-241.
JUly-Sept.
1962
Calci te moonmilk in Belgian caves is a recent constructional
deposit
rather
than a product of decomposition
either of speleothems
or the cave wal Lrock , At
times its deposition
has been interrupted
both by soluUonal
corrosion and by
dehydration.
The crystal
structure
of the moonmilk is peculiar in that the indiVidual
calcite
lamellae have inclined extinction
under crossed polarlzers.
--GWM.
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POWELL, RICHARD L.
127p. 1961.

Caves of Indiana. Indiana Geological Survey Circular no. 8,

Contains descriptions of 398 caves and maps of 55 caves. A well-illustrated
intorduction analyzes the data and notes the frequency of caves in the Mississippian stratigraphic units. The caves are suggested to have been formed chiefly above the zone saturated by ground water.
--GWM.
SHUTLER, RICHARD, JR. Correlation of beach terraces with climatic cycles
pluvial Lake Lahontan, Nevada. 1961.

of

Summary of author's program of correlation of terraces with historical climaarcheological and geological histories of
the area. Relationship to rockshelter and cave deposits is discussed, and the
use of trace-element, pollen, and thermoluminescence studies is stressed. -ALL.
tic records, radiocarbon chronology,

SIEVEKING, ANN and GALE.
London. 269p. 1962.

The caves of France and northern Spain. Longacre Press,

--

---

-

---

--

--

Essentially a guide book to the paleolithic caves of France and Spain. The
book. while useful, would be well supplemented by reference to the earlier
works of Herbert xiinn, especially "On the track of prehistoric man" (Hutchinson
and Co., London, 1955).
--RD.
SMALLEY, A. A new cave shrimp from southeastern United States
Atyidae). Crustaceana, vol. 3, Part 2, p. 127-131. 1961.

{Decepode ,

The paper is based on the description of a new species of shrimp, Palaemonias alabamae, from Shelter Cave, Madison County, Alabama. The new form--is
~ess
and has reduced eyes. This species represents the second atyid shrimp
described from eastern United States.
--RAB.
SMITH, N. M.) J. A. SUNDERMAN,
and W. N. MELHORN. Breccia and Pennsylvanian
cave filling in Mississippian St. Louis limestone, Putnam County, Indiana.
~
of Sedimentary petrology, vot . 31, no. 2, p. 275-287. .rune 1961.
A limestone breccia and shale-sandstone bodies occur in the St. Louis limestone of a quarry. The breccia is believed to have originated as a submarine
rock slump during St. Louis time, whereas the shale-sandstone deposits are suspected to be cave fills deposited during Pennsylvanian time.
--ALL.
SUTTKUS, ROYAL D:
Additional information about blind catfishes from
Southwestern Naturalist, vol. 6) no. 2, p. 55-64. Spetember 1961.

Texas.

Two additional specimens of Satan euystomus Hubbs and Bailey, and one additional specimen of Trogloglanis pattersoni Eigenmann are described. Newevidence
on relationships is also presented.
--REG.
YASTREBOV, E. V. Peshchernyy "zhemchug". priroda, no. 8J p. 68. August 1961.
Cave pearls and calcite rafts from Kizel Cave, U.S.S.R., are briefly described.
--GWM.
Contributors: REG, R. Graham; RAB, R. Brandon; GWMJ
RD, R. desauasure ,
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G. W. Moore; ALL, A. Lange;

